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Please find enclosed Your Wealth Alignment Report from Hawk100 for the 2020 second 
quarter.  Please also refer to your custodian statements for official account records.  
Meanwhile, we welcome your questions and engaged discussion.  
 
During the quarter, society further adapted to the Covid-19 pandemic and encountered new 
challenges.  Together, we faced strains that became particularly intense after several months 
in relative isolation.  Many local governments around the world continued restricting 
significant economic functions.  Following our discussion last quarter, we offer the enclosed 
commentary for additional perspective about the continued challenges. 
 
We sincerely hope that you and your family are well…safe, happy, and healthy.  We close our 
letter with modest advice to help maintain a sense of purpose during unsettled times. 
 
As your fiduciary, Hawk100 remains diligently engaged on your behalf.  We continue our 
practice in a safe, healthy working environment.  We welcome personal meetings with you, 
and we are happy to meet virtually if you prefer. 
 
Now and always, we sincerely appreciate your membership and your trust in Hawk100. 
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Coronavirus second wave. The 
novel Coronavirus made a second 
wave of infections through many US 
states that had previously appeared 
to have avoided the worst of the 
pandemic.    
 
As of this writing, data provided 
from Johns Hopkins University for 
daily cases in the US seems to show infections peaked on July 16.  From late March through 

the end of May, it had appeared that the virus was 
slowing.  Common thinking was that the summer 
months would help limit spread, and therefore, the 
US might enjoy a reprieve from Covid-19.   
 
Health officials began easing restrictions that had 
been mandated to control the virus spread.  Besides 
the handful of states that never locked down, South 
Carolina was first to ease restrictions starting April 
20.  Alaska, Georgia, Oklahoma, Montana, Colorado, 
Mississippi, Tennessee, and Alabama followed by end 
of April.  By June 9, every state had lifted at least 
some restrictions although many businesses remain 
shuttered either by choice or directive . 
 

Covid cases began rising about mid-June.  Previously calm states in the sunshine belt saw 
accelerating spread, especially in Arizona and populace Texas and Florida.  Many theories 
have been offered to explain the acceleration.  As temperatures sweltered above 100° people 
gathered indoors to seek air conditioned refuge.1  Texas, New Mexico, and Arizona towns 
bordering Mexico saw cases accelerate more rapidly than regions further north and 
“persuasively suggests that some percentage of … Covid-19 hospitalizations, likely a significant 
one, comes from an ongoing influx of seriously ill patients who caught the virus in Covid-
exploding Mexico and are … crossing the border to flee that country’s completely overrun 
health system.”2  Media commonly attributed re-emerging outbreak to lifting economic 
restrictions.  At the same time, protests swept across the US and abroad after George Floyd 
died May 25 while in police custody.  While many gathered for protests, an NBER working 
paper supposes that others “may have chosen to avoid public spaces while protests were 
underway.  This could have an offsetting effect.”3 Occam’s razor suggests the simplest answer 
is likely sufficiently explanatory. People relaxed their caution while coronavirus seemed 
controlled.  In truth, no single explanation fully describes Covid’s resurgence.  Likely, the 
resurgence was caused by a combination of these and other factors. 
 
Meanwhile, financial markets marched ahead while economic signals generally improved.  
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“’I don’t want people to think that any of us feel that 
staying locked down for a prolonged period of time 
is the way to go,’ Fauci to CNBC’s Meg Tirrell on the 
networks (sic) show Halftime Report.” 
–Forbes, May 23, 2020  
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Bared bottoms. Financial markets showed solid 
recovery during the second quarter.  The recovery 
bared the March lows as a significant bottom of a fast 
and furious bear market.  After stocks dropped 34.0% 
from February 19 to March 23, they recovered 38.6% 
through June 30.  This was the third best recovery on 
record following past bear markets.  Only bear 
markets of 1932 and 1933 had been followed by 
greater appreciation off their bottoms (52.1% and 
77.2%, respectively).  Despite coinciding with the 
great depression, those long ago recoveries saw 
stocks continue to appreciate during the subsequent 
year (71.1% and 19.6%, respectively). 
 
A strong advance sensibly requires us to review 
market valuations to assess whether opportunities 
remain available.  
 
When we evaluate stocks alone, they appear 
expensive.  Valuation based on cash flows, earnings, 
book value, and expected earnings growth are all 
trending toward expensive territory.  This is no time 
for passive complacency.  At these valuations, 
Hawk100 is cautious and diligently watchful signals 
that the recovery reverses.  
 
We do not advise abandoning stocks.  Rather, we 
recommend selectively placing investments among 
stock positions where opportunities appear to 
significantly exceed associated risks.  The foregoing 
evaluation applies to the domestic stock market 
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  6/30/2020 5 Yr Average 3/31/2020 6/30/2009 

S&P 500 Index (US Stocks)      

Price:Cash Flow  11.5 10.9 11.2 5.7 

Price:Earnings (PE)  23.1 20.0 17.7 14.1 

Price:Book  3.0 2.8 2.9 1.8 

Growth Rate  8.7 10.1 9.9 9.9 

Aggregate Bond Index      

Bond Yield  1.4 2.4 1.8 3.9 

    SOURCE: Telemet  
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generally.  An integral level of 
Hawk100’s investment process 
involves selection of industry 
sectors.  
 
Sector inequality. 
Opportunities and risks vary widely 
across sectors.  While all sectors 
rebounded more than 20% from 
the March bottom, returns to the 
best (Energy, 62.6%) were 
threefold better than returns to the 
worst (Staples, 21.5%).  Among all 
sectors, Hawk100 held the most 
overweight position in energy and 
slightly underweighted staples.  As 
discussed in our first quarter letter, 
energy reached historically low 
prices under conditions that have 
never been known to exist since 
Major Aleveev drilled the world’s 
first oil well in 1848 at Baku, 
Azerbaijan.4  We remain bullish on 
energy shares as economies 
worldwide gradually recover to 
“normal” conditions.  
 
Equities better than bonds. 
A comparison of investment 
prospects from equities to those 
from bonds improves the 
attractiveness of equities.  Under 
prevailing monetary policies, 
money yields are as low as ever.  
Fundamental measures of equity 
prices appear elevated.  For 
example, the earnings yield—the 
reciprocal of the P/E ratio—
dropped back below average and 
is now just 3.74%.  
 
Meanwhile, bonds have never 
provided lower yields.   The 
bellwether 10-year Treasury yields 
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only 0.66%.  That low baseline representing an 
essentially risk-free asset is well below expected 
inflation and adds to equities’ appeal.  As of June 30, 
the equity yield is 5.6 times the 10-year treasury yield.  
Typically, equity earnings yield is about twice the 
treasury yield.  Yes, equities entail more risk, but 
Treasuries are irrationally low.  Low treasury yields 
have failed to attract public lending for recent 
government fiscal largess.  The Federal Reserve has 
been the nearly exclusive lender to the Treasury and 
public markets since March.  If yields begin rising to 
pre-pandemic levels, investors holding treasuries will 
face sizeable depreciation in what are purportedly 
low-risk holdings.  
 
Covidian fiscal programs increased Treasury debts by 
$3.3 trillion during 2020.5  Simultaneously, US gross 
domestic product (GDP) has shrunk by $2.4 trillion.6  
The total Treasury debt held by the public now 
exceeds GDP for the first time (106% as of June 30).  
This divergence would usually press rates higher.  
Yet, Federal Reserve policies hold yields below 
rational levels and yields are well outside statistically 
explainable norms.  The chart at left shows treasury 
yields are dangerously close to the zero-bound.  
Hawk100 recommends only modest treasury 
investments targeting short duration exposure. 
 
Corporate bonds tell a somewhat better story.  
Investment grade issues ended the quarter yielding 
2.6% which is closer to pre-pandemic conditions.  
Meanwhile, those corporate issues that are judged to 

have higher risk of default (called “high yield” or often “junk” bonds) yield much higher 
income, even relative to the investment grade corporates.  Junk yields are high because 
defaults will likely rise with prolonged economic restrictions.  Defaults would have to exceed 
the 2009 pace—by far—to erase the relative income earned while holding junk issues.  
Hawk100 suggests it remains prudent to hold high yield corporate bonds under expected 
market conditions.  
 
Employment situation. Searching for signals of economic conditions, Hawk100 has 
monitored the employment situation even more closely than normal.  The employment 
situation remains in difficulty. 
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Labor participation—the percentage of working age adults either employed or actively seeking 
employment—is an important indicator of healthy labor market supply.  Labor participation 
started the quarter 3% lower than where it started 2020 after 8.1 million people dropped from 
the labor force.  3.4 million have since returned, and participation rebounded while states 
gradually lifted economic restrictions.  Labor participation had not been this low since the mid
-1970s when women started working in greater numbers.  
 
Headline unemployment reached a record high of 14.7% in April.  That widely exceeded the 
previous all-time peaks during 1982 (10.8%) and 2009 (10.0%).  Weekly initial claims for 
unemployment gradually kept falling from the March peak of 6,867,000 but remained above 1 
million newly unemployed for every week.  The newly unemployed numbers were staggeringly 
high.  1982 topped at 695,000 and 2009 topped at 665,000, and the average for recent 

recessions was 564,000.  Fortunately, rehiring 
outpaced firings so total unemployment did fall.  Until 
the labor markets find firm ground, the proportion of 
economic growth that flows to the general 
population to sustain personal income and 
consumption, which still comprises 69% of GDP, will 
remain constrained.  
 
Social unrest. By Independence Day, Black Lives 
Matter Protests had occurred in 4,071 cities or towns7 
where protesters assembled by the thousands.  We 
note this development that has significant immediate 
and potentially lasting economic impact.  
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While stocks rose 8.5% from when the protests started (May 26) through June 30 and another 
9.2% subsequently, we dispel the myth that the protests have not impacted stocks.  Prices 
reflect the interaction of billions of nearly continuous trades.  While some follow passive 
trading strategies, active buyers and sellers engage with information to guide their actions.  
 
Searching SEC EDGAR filings during June and July that mention “protest” turns up 115 
companies filing quarterly or annual financial reports and another 620 Form 8K filings (used to 
announce major events that shareholders should know about).  Many of those companies 
(particularly retailers) significantly underperformed during the period.  Yet, Smith & Wesson 
and Sturm Ruger generated outsized returns, understandably given the conditions.  
 
Life transitions. We endeavor to provide wealth advisory services that are educational.  To 
that end, we recently read to recommend that you may find helpful in pursuit of your life 
purpose, especially during this time of rapidly changing societal norms.  
 
Bruce Feiler has authored many books that help people connect with their life purpose.  He 
may be best-known for writing The Council of Dads which he authored after being diagnosed 
with cancer.  Feiler’s 2020 work, Life Is in the Transitions-Mastering Change at Any Age sets 
forth a strategic process to shape your life and overcome disruption.  
 
Feiler reveals that life is not linear and predictable.  Rather, change is common, though more 
frequent and more variable than we expect.  Feiler names a change that alters someone’s life 
plans, a “lifequake.”  He offers a process to become a transition expert and thereby overcome 
lifequakes.  The capriciousness of these Covidian times has likely affected your life plans, and 
we would like to help you transition through that disruption.  
 
Hawk100 is adapting our wealth alignment process to incorporate Feiler.  We will discuss this 
further in our next letter and connect with you to consider Your Wealth Alignment Plan.   
 
We sincerely hope that you are and remain safe, happy, and healthy.  
 

HAWK|100 
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